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CEOCFO: Mr. Medin, what is the concept behind SnapDNA?
Mr. Medin: We’re making a fundamental shift in the way the most sensitive 
DNA and RNA tests are performed. Food tests, for example, can detect as 
few as 4 pathogenic bacteria cells in biodiverse samples often containing 
trillions of other cells. To achieve this level of sensitivity, the first step in 
every current food test is to grow the number of bacteria, in a process called 
culturing. Even under ideal conditions, culturing bacteria is a slow process, 
so food processors wait up to 3 days for test results. SnapDNA has 

developed advanced technologies to provide test results in less than one hour, with the same sensitivity as a culture test, 
without the need to culture bacteria. The need for culture-independent testing spans multiple markets from food to 
agriculture to clinical diagnostics.

CEOCFO: How are you able to do so? What is the science?
Mr. Medin: We create three-dimensional DNA structures called aptamers, designed specifically to capture the targeted 
bacteria cells, isolate them from the rest of the sample and extract DNA or RNA for amplification, detection, and analysis. 
To facilitate this, SnapDNA created new surface chemistry applications that enable extremely high cell capture efficiency, 
robust cell binding and DNA processing technologies.

CEOCFO: Have there been attempts to get a faster process? What led you in the direction? How do you know it 
works?
Mr. Medin: There have been multiple attempts but they’ve all fallen short in one or more key requirements. Large food 
companies told us a two hour test could impact their operational model can change how they do business. In the event of 
possible contamination, a two hour test would enable food manufactures to identify, isolate, and remediate the problem 
before product ever leaves the production floor. 

CEOCFO: Are you testing for the same things that were tested for before?
Mr. Medin: Yes. The pathogens that concern us today are the same bugs that made us sick yesterday. The good news is 
that the US food supply is among the safest in the world. The bad news is that pathogens such as listeria, E. coli, and 

“Every aspect of food processing has been streamlined; operational efficiencies in are measured in 
minutes, so the idea of waiting 3 days for pathogen test results is untenable. With block chain, a 
retailer should be able to trace a single receipt to all of the food processing details from how and 
where food was grown to how it was processed, where it was tested, when it was shipped and where 
it is on the shelf. If there’s an outbreak in a food product, SnapDNA technology, in a block chain 
system, can make the difference between pulling a few tainted packages and recalling all of a 
product from hundreds of stores and from consumers.”- David Medin

http://www.snapdna.com/
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salmonella exist naturally. Food companies need to assure that food is safe but to do this they have to conduct pathogen 
tests. Faster test results mean faster reaction time if a possible contamination is identified.

CEOCFO: Is it a matter or physical equipment? Is it a matter of looking at it differently? Is it a matter of adding 
agents to speed it up? What makes it possible?
Mr. Medin: We’re not speeding up a process, we’re eliminating a process; culturing. We looked at the problem from a 
different angle. The problem that needs to be solved is like finding a needle in a haystack. The biodiversity of a food 
sample is immense. We are looking for 3-4 pathogenic bacteria cells among literally, trillions of other cells. When bacteria 
is cultured, it is place in an optimum growing condition for that specific bacteria type so that it multiplies, over the course of 
several days, to population that outnumbers the biodiversity around it and can be detected. Instead of increasing the 
number of targeted cells to find them, we create a process that captures only targeted pathogens and ignores everything 
else and, in the end, eliminate days from the total time to result.

CEOCFO: What is the regulation around what it is you are doing in the food industry?
Mr. Medin: The food industry itself is regulated however testing methods are not. Test methods are validated by the 
AOAC, a third party organization that verifies that if consistent processes are followed, expected results are the outcome. 
While there is no regulation for food safety testing, the federal government takes a very active role in assuring that the US 
food supply is safe. The USDA selected SnapDNA through an internal peer review process to develop the next generation 
of rapid food testing. We have entered into cooperative research and development agreement with the USDA to co-
develop this platform.

CEOCFO: Where are you in the process?
Mr. Medin: We recently completed successful proof-of-concept testing with a major food processor and are now 
designing a prototype for field testing prior to a final commercial instrument.

CEOCFO: What comes next? How could you not want it to be faster or better?
Mr. Medin:  Rapid and accurate testing for pathogens enable farm to store, block chain traceability. Block chain has the 
potential to spur huge leaps in food safety and operational efficiencies, but it’s extremely challenging to integrate a 3-day 
food test into the middle of a modern block chain system. Every aspect of food processing has been streamlined; 
operational efficiencies in are measured in minutes, so the idea of waiting 3 days for pathogen test results is untenable. 
With block chain, a retailer should be able to trace a single receipt to all of the food processing details from how and 
where food was grown to how it was processed, where it was tested, when it was shipped and where it is on the shelf. If 
there’s an outbreak in a food product, SnapDNA technology, in a block chain system, can make the difference between 
pulling a few tainted packages and recalling all of a product from hundreds of stores and from consumers.

CEOCFO: As you are working with the government does this become your patented process? Do you have the 
rights to it? Is it jointly? How does the business side come out at the end?
Mr. Medin: While we do have a CRADA with the USDA and are co-developing the SnapDNA test with them, our 
intellectual property will remain with SnapDNA.

CEOCFO: Are there particular food items that are more receptive to this type of testing or is it across the board?
Mr. Medin: All food manufacturers test in both food and the production environment – this is not new. But slow testing 
methods have limited the ability for manufacturers to be proactive in food safety. Answering the question, yes, there are 
particular food types that are more susceptible to foodborne pathogens, however all food is tested. There are regulations 
that began phasing in last year called the Food Safety Modernization Act, which was sponsored by the food industry, by 
the Grocery Manufacturers Association, and some of the largest food companies. They all agree that food safety impacts 
everyone and is not a point of competition. With large food companies, they want to make sure that the materials that they 
are getting are safe; that the basic food that they are receiving is safe. As one of the regulations just went into effect this 
summer it requires all foreign food to be tested before testing our country, which is a big change. 

CEOCFO: Was it tested when it got here in the past?
Mr. Medin: There are numerous places where food could be tested in its journey from source to end-user. The problem is 
that there are also numerous places along that journey where food can become contaminated. The industry calls these 
“critical control points”. The main purpose of including inspection of imported food and ingredients into FSMA was to 
assure that imported food and ingredients are tested at the final critical control point. It serves no purpose to say that 
cheese was safe when it left France only to discover that it was not held in safe conditions during transit. 

CEOCFO: What physical equipment us necessary when you are testing food? Is your product a little kit? Is it a 
big machine? Would you have one in every warehouse? How will it work when it is ready to go? 
Mr. Medin: The physical process of obtaining samples will remain unchanged. Right now, environmental samples are 
taken with standard, industry accepted sponge swabs. Sampling procedures followed for each food type are determined 
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by the USDA and FDA. Once the sample is obtained, our automated processes come into play. The sample is introduced 
into a disposable SnapDNA test cartridge, which is then inserted into the SnapDNA diagnostic instrument. Every piece of 
the process from there is self-contained with test results available in less than one hour.  

CEOCFO: What is the timetable? Where will you be six months or a year or two years down the road?
Mr. Medin: Our goal is to have a prototype product in Q1 of 2018. A year from now we expect to be selling commercial 
products. 

CEOCFO: Do you see testing with different companies? Are there some companies that are the best possibilities 
or are you finding that pretty much across the board where they see potential and are ready to jump on board? 
What is the reaction from the organizations you have been testing with so far?  
Mr. Medin: The reception from the organization where we’ve been testing has been very positive. In fact, there has been 
much interest across the industry. Remember, the industry itself has been demanding a solution to current outdated 
testing methods. Having said that, each specific food type and each specific production environment poses its own 
challenges for new testing technology. We chose the produce industry to prove our technology because it represents, 
probably the most difficult testing environment. Unlike other food segments, produce processors literally bring what is 
outside, inside. They must deal with an incredible amount of biodiversity and foreign material such as dirt, rocks, leaves, 
bugs, and the like which pose significant issues with rapid testing. Also, produce is typically sold uncooked and minimally 
processed so it is more susceptible to pathogens which might be destroyed in a cooked or pasteurized product. Another 
segment where we expect early adoption is in fresh protein (beef, chicken, pork).

CEOCFO: What surprised you as you have been developing the product and testing the product, working with 
people about it? What have you found unexpectedly, good or bad?
Mr. Medin: A couple of things! In food industry food safety is not considered a competitive advantage. Food companies 
want all products to be safe, regardless of where it was produced. If one organization has contaminated foods, let us say 
strawberries, then consumers stop buying all strawberries. If there is an outbreak in any one food type then all the 
manufacturers of that food type all come under scrutiny. Since many foods are used as ingredients, the contamination of a 
single ingredient can negatively impact multiple companies. Food safety benefits the entire supply chain. 

CEOCFO: Are you funded for the steps you would like to take? Are you seeking investor or partnerships?
Mr. Medin: We have funded the company to this point through Angel investments. We are looking for Series A investment 
and partnerships.  

CEOCFO: When you talk to people or potential investors about the company, do they understand?
Mr. Medin: The benefits from eliminating culturing are huge and investors certainly understand that. They also 
understand that culturing bacteria has been around for over a hundred years and that numerous companies have tried 
and failed to supplant it. To displace a mature technology, the new approach must deliver all of the capabilities and 
provide a no-compromise solution. In food safety, that means detecting as few as 4 pathogenic cells out of trillions of cells 
in a 100mL sample. It means utilizing DNA analysis to virtually eliminate the chance of a “false positive” that would result 
in shutting down a production facility and destroying food. It means working with real-world samples using industry 
standard collection methods. We’ve accomplished that by taking a very different approach and we’ve answered the 
question “Does it really work?” by testing some of the most challenging real-world samples and demonstrating we have 
the capability to deliver a no-compromise solution.  

CEOCFO: What might you look at after you conquer the food industry or is it just too soon? 
Mr. Medin: There are a number of areas we are looking at for follow-on opportunities. Our technology also has 
applications in agriculture with genetic testing for seed purity. During production, seed producers use DNA sequencing to 
ensure product consistency and genetic purity. These tests are slow and expensive. SnapDNA detection can analyze 
DNA sequences in minutes and at low cost. This is an area we are currently pursuing. Culture independent DNA analysis 
is also the Holy Grail for clinical diagnostics however this direction is a bit early for us as at this time.

CEOCFO: Why should people pay attention to SnapDNA? Why is the company important?
Mr. Medin: Process improvement happens in baby steps and is barely noticed. Process change is dramatic and its impact 
is far greater. SnapDNA has developed new technology that changes the process; enabling DNA analysis to take a 
quantum leap forward. From an investor perspective SnapDNA is a disruptor to multi-billion dollar markets. For a food 
processor, we will help them save dollars in an industry that measures margin in fractions of a cent. From the public 
perspective we are enabling a safer more transparent food supply… and, further down the road, our rapid analysis may 
change patient outcomes and save lives.


